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OUR INNER ADVISORY CIRCLE 
PRINCIPLES

• Confidentiality

• Trust

• Openness

• Integrity

• Constructive criticism

• Teamwork

• Participation at all sessions of the circle is mandatory

• On time preparation of homework
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REASONS TO JOIN

• What does "successful leadership brand" mean? 

• In its essence, it is the process of defining the beliefs and emotions you want your leadership 
status to convey and the art of aligning it with what people actually think about you. Your 
leadership brand reflects your behavior and effectiveness as a leader. 

• It conveys your unique value proposition and maximizes your influence and impact. 

• It can only be effective when it is genuine, authentic, derives from your personal value system 
and encompasses your presence within and beyond your organization. 

• Building and communicating your authentic leadership brand will significantly enhance your 
interpersonal impact and influence, enabling you to meet and exceed your strategic 
objectives and position yourself as an industry expert. 
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INNER ADVISORY CIRCLE AGENDA

• Reasons to care about your leadership brand

• Defining executive leadership branding

• Defining leadership identity

• Questions to help you define your leadership brand

• The basic building blocks to create your leadership brand

• Branding and marketing yourself
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YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN 
AND PRACTICE HOW TO:

• Discover how a powerful leadership brand can enhance your ability to 
achieve your career goals 

• Develop a leadership brand that differentiates you from other leaders based 
on your own unique value proposition 

• Use your leadership brand to broaden and deepen your impact 

• Beware of a fuzzy leadership brand that stalls your growth and keeps you in 
roles where you do not thrive 

• Manage your leadership brand and gain authenticity, becoming a true 
agent for yourself
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PROFESSIONAL REPUTATION SLICES 
TO BE COVERED

• Discover your brand

• Understand how to use it

• Connect with key audiences

• Elevate your leader profile

• Use traditional and non traditional media

• Attract and keep great talent

• Shape a performance value

• Drive value in your company
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DEFINING EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP 
BRANDING

• What results do you want to achieve in the next years?

• What would you wish to be known for?

• Define your identity

• Construct your leadership brand statement, then test it
• Richard Branson – Be fearless

• Warren Buffet – share your wisdom

• Bill Gates - focus and make an impact

• Condoleezza Rice – do the hard things well

• Make your brand identity real



DEFINING LEADERSHIP IDENTITY

• Leadership identity is your presence in your work – and in the world

• Leadership identity drives your decisions towards big – picture leadership 
goals

• ‘what got you here won’t get you there’

• Leadership identity reflects your values, mindset, actions and responses



A LEADERSHIP BRAND HELPS YOU 
ACHIEVE 3 MAIN RESULTS:

• Authenticity: A genuine, authentic leadership brand that is true to your 
purpose will gain you the respect and trust of your colleagues, peers, and 
clients. Identify your purpose— why you’re a leader—and your brand will be 
an honest reflection of your self. 

• Inspiration: A strong leadership brand should leverage your strengths. Studies 
show that employees are more engaged when their leader is operating at 
his or her best. When you perform at your best, so will your employees. 

• Deliverability: Follow through and deliver on the goals you and your 
organization have set out to achieve. As you move up in your organization, 
the goals, results, and values you mutually hold will evolve. 



WHAT IS AN EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP 
BRAND STATEMENT?

• It is basically a catchphrase that says something about your expertise and 
what makes you unique. It gives people a quick glance into what you can 
do so they’ll be able to understand how you can be of benefit to them. And 
if it’s catchy enough, that’s how people are going to recognize and 
remember you.



EXAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS WITH 
APPEALING  LEADERSHIP 

BRAND STATEMENTS

• Ann Handley is a pioneer in digital marketing “Empowering ridiculously good 
marketing”

• Joe Pulizzi is a content marketer “Content marketing evangelist”

• Pam Moore is a marketing consultant and social media speaker “Half geek –
half marketing – 100% social nut!”

• Sofia Crokos is celebrity event planner “Sophisticated. Authentic. Timeless.”

• Jessi Fearon runs a personal finance and budgeting blog “Real life on a 
budget”

• Dave Nelson is a certified personal trainer who struggled with obesity in the 
past “I believe in you… Now you must believe in yourself.”



I BELIEVE THAT TELLING OUR STORIES, FIRST TO 
OURSELVES AND THEN TO ONE ANOTHER AND 

THE WORLD, IS A REVOLUTIONARY ACT
JANET MOCK, WRITER, TELEVISION HOST, DIRECTOR, PRODUCER, TRANSGENDER RIGHTS ACTIVIST
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LEADERSHIP BRANDING IS WHAT PEOPLE 
SAY ABOUT YOU 

WHEN YOU ARE NOT IN THE ROOM
JEFF BEZOS, FOUNDER & CEO AMAZON
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